ECOS 1o(1)

The Entertainment
Imperative:

Wildlife
Films and
Conservation
Why wildlifu films don't always
please conseroationists.

STEPHEN MILLS
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likes to prove it would if it had to - and it
probably will have to.
The criteria for what will amuse, and
what will thereby attract the advertisers or
justify the increasingly precarious license
fee, are derived from exhaustive and sophisticated market research. The watching
habits of 6000 annually selected 'repre-

sentative' households aie'continuously
monitored. No matter how strong your
hunch that there's a vast audience out
there just waiting for a nature programme

with no awful music and a script by Wittgenstein, the controllers of programmes
have the data to confound you. They
know for certain that everyone is watching
'Blankety Blank'- or, in rare moments of
intellectual inspiration, 'Coronation
Street'.

To wildlife photographers - the individuals who get the ideas and set off for
the wilderness (or their studios) to capture
nature on film - the dominance of this
entertainment imperative can come as a
shock when they first encounter it.
Projects are usually expected to fit certain formulae. There is an unwritten convention among facetious executives which
'wildlifer' will be an
"ooh" film, an "aah" film, a "yuck" film
or a "click" film. An "ooh" film is about
pandas or koala bears, and it shows how
they spend their whole lives cuddling
their young without the interference of
social workers. An "aah" film makes you
gasp with wonder. It describes how the
decides whether a

"Let

no-one forget that, first and foremost) we are in the entertainment busi-

ness." That is how Anglia's 'Survival'
veteran producer Colin \Villock sums up
the aim of wildlife {ilm-making. And who
'in the trade' would disagree with him?
Not, I suspect, the BBC Natural History
Unit, nor Oxford Scientific Films, nor
any of the other rightly respected purveyors of televized nature.
Wildlife programmesl are not a branch
of academics, nor a chapter in the new
testament of green theology: they are part

of the mainstream of television - which
means 'show biz'. The overriding aspiration of TV is to entertain its audience. It is
a high-tech amusement arcade that either
makes money, or, in the case of the BBC,

peculiar fly orchid is pollinated by just one
species of insect - and shows you the

from insifu the flower. The
"yuck" film shows in sticky detail the
slimy sex-life of the large yellow slug

process

Limax pseudoflavus, and it lasts for half an
hour. The "click" film is the slimy sex-life
of Limax pseudoflavus part 2, including a
treatise on the need to conserve the species

in Stow-on the-Woid: the click is everyone turning off their televisions.
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